This GIDEP PCN is to announce a correction to the RDHA701FP10A8CK Case Outline Dimensions stated in IR’s product datasheets. The lead dimension / tolerance of the package is being changed.

**RDHA701FP10A8CK**

Radiation Hardened 100V 1.5A Octal Buffered and Non-Buffered Solid-State Relays with intermediate response packaged in 64-Pin FlatPack

**Dimension change:**

- Lead width, from 1.065 +/- .005 to 1.065 +/- .015
- Foot length, from 0.055 +/- 0.015 to 0.045 +/- 0.010
- Lead Coplanarity, from 0.010 +/- 0.005 to 0.010 +/- 0.010

**Reason for Change:**

Changes to datasheet case outline dimensions are based on capability study.

Reference datasheet PD-95878